
Military report of the LPR. Situation on the line of contact on March 2 (updated)

Description

UKRAINE: 12:15 There was shelling by the AFU in the direction of: Verkhnetoretske (north) –
Verkhnetoretske (south): 29 grenades from AGS, also large-calibre machine guns were used; Marinka
– Aleksandrovka: 7 120 mm mines and 8 rounds from BMP-1 were fired.

11:40 Podzemgaz. Lisichansk. Ukrainians are shelling the city.

11:30 In 2 weeks, six people were killed due to shelling in the LPR.

11:00 A group of DPR troops entered Volnovakha, Donetsk reports.

10:34 In the Debaltseve direction, Ukrainian gang formations are hitting the advanced settlements
hard. Logvinovo is one of the closest. Yesterday it came under fire from 152mm howitzers. Grads and
heavy mortars. The morning began with mortar shelling. The JCCC recorded incoming 120 mm mines.

10:30 Ukrainian fascists have been shelling the village of Logvinovo since morning and not for the first
day.

9:52 Basurin on the blockade and storming of Mariupol: Everything is going as planned. Volnovakha
will soon be ours. Mariupol is blockaded. Troops will move further in a direction that will help us to
finally stop shelling residential areas of settlements not only at ours, but also at our neighbours in
Luhansk. It takes a couple of days to understand how the situation in Mariupol will develop. Because in
any case there will be a negotiation process – persuading the enemy to lay down arms, surrender or
leave the city so that civilians do not suffer. A humanitarian catastrophe is about to happen there – no
light, no food. We must do everything so that people do not suffer, that is why we said we would open
a humanitarian corridor. If there is a normal consciousness that they will let civilians leave the city it
would ease our way. If not, I think negotiations, but no one has cancelled the special operation.

9:15 LPR People’s Militia has already liberated 40 settlements: Putilino, Artema, Shiroky, Shulhinka,
Teploe, Nizhneteploe, Verhneteploe, Plotina, Petrovka, Bakhmutovka, Gerasimovka, Malinovoye,
Nizhnyaya Olkhova, Verhnyaya Olkhova, Kamyshnoye, Bobrovo, Kapitanovo, Muratovo, Orekhovo-
Donetske, Smolyaninovo, Khvorostyanovka, Denezhkovo, Krymskoe, Trekhizbenka, Lopaskino,
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Novoakhtyrka, Chabanovka, Novaya Astrakhan, Grechishkino, Golubovskoe, Swatovo, Novoborovoye,
Baranikovka, Klimovka, Bulgakovka, Krasnorechenskoye, Barykino, Valuyskoye, Stanitsa Luganskaya,
Schastye.

8:40 The AFU shelled Dokuchayevsk several times last night. At least 12 houses were damaged, the
head of the city administration, Oleksandr Kachanov, said.

8:35 Ukrainian armed formations shelled the DNR capital last night. A gas pipe was damaged and 4
houses were destroyed in Kirovsky district of Donetsk. In the Kiev district, Ukrainian shells flew into the
territory of Tochmash plant. Two dozen houses were hit hard in Kuibyshev district. The Dolphin sports
complex, city hospital No. 21 and school No. 71 were also hit by shelling. This was reported by the
head of Donetsk Oleksiy Kulemzin.

8:14 DPR troops entered the outskirts of Mariupol. According to WarGonzo war correspondent, the
assault units are moving at once from the east and north. The fighting is now underway, with DPR units
securing their positions.

8:02 DPR forces are completing their encirclement of Mariupol.

4:42 Ukrainian armed formations recorded 9 shelling of 6 settlements in the LPR: Pervomaisk township
damaged 12 residential houses and a medium pressure gas pipeline DN-57. Two residential buildings
and a 0.4 kV overhead power line were damaged in Kirovsk
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